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Abstract

A domain decomposition method is developed to reduce the computational complexity of boundary value
problems associated with the structural analysis of bodies with arbitrary external geometry\ loading and
linearly elastic microstructure[ The purpose of the method is to augment existing numerical discretization
methods of analysis\ such as the _nite element method[ The approach is to partition and decouple the
heterogeneous body into more computationally tractable\ nonoverlapping\ subdomains whose union forms
the entire domain under analysis[ This is achieved by approximating the subdomain boundary conditions[
The approximate boundary conditions\ of displacement or traction type\ are supplied from the solution
to a relatively computationally inexpensive auxiliary boundary value problem characterized by a simple
regularized microstructure[ Since the decoupled subdomains may then be analyzed separately\ the memory
requirements are reduced and computing procedures are trivially parallelizable[ A!posteriori error bounds
are developed for solutions generated by this process[ It is shown that\ in the special case of uniform exterior
loading\ the error bounds collapse into forms which imply results pertaining to e}ective property ordering
coinciding with those published by Huet "0889#[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction

In many modern scienti_c applications\ microstructural _elds within a macroscopic body are
desired which require some sort of numerical simulation for their determination[ However\ in
many cases\ due to complex microstructure\ highly oscillatory irregular micro!_elds arise[ For
su.cient accuracy in such situations\ standard methods\ such as the _nite element\ require
extremely _ne numerical discretization meshes[ Associated computational di.culties result pri!
marily from two facts\ "0# the memory of most computing machines in existence are incapable of
storing the huge algebraic systems of equations associated with the numerical discretization of
such problems and "1# even if the memory were available\ the resulting algebraic systems are so
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immense that they can require possibly weeks\ months or years to solve\ even with state of the art
techniques[

In order to reduce the computational complexity associated with such micromechanical simu!
lations\ we introduce a domain decomposition strategy[ The purpose of the method is to augment
existing numerical discretization methods of analysis\ such as the _nite element method[ The
approach is to partition and decouple the heterogeneous structure into smaller\ more com!
putationally tractable\ subdomains[ Essentially this is achieved by approximating the boundary
conditions on each interior subdomain interface belonging to the partition[ Since the decoupled
subdomains may then be analyzed separately\ the memory and computing requirements are
reduced\ and can be solved trivially in parallel[

To perform the decomposition\ three sets of boundary value problems are employed "Fig[ 0#]

, The exact problem "P!I#] This boundary value problem has no approximations of any kind[ This
problem is never solved\ but is used as a reference solution to judge the quality of an approximate
solution[ In this work the exact problem is one describing the deformation of a body with
arbitrary external geometry\ general nonuniform loading and linearly elastic microstructure[

, The regularized "decoupling# problem "P!II#] This relatively computationally inexpensive bound!
ary value problem has the same external boundary values and geometry as the exact problem
"P!I#\ but with a regularized\ linear or nonlinear\ constitutive relation between the stress and
strain[ This constitutive relation can be as simple as a spatially constant linear elastic law\ i[e[
one with no microstructure[ The purpose of this problem is to generate approximate boundary
conditions for the subdomains\ in order to decouple them[

, The decoupled subdomain problems "P!III#] These decoupled boundary value problems are
de_ned over nonoverlapping subdomains whose union forms the entire domain under analysis[
The subdomain boundary value problems have the exact linearly elastic microstructure "same as
P!I# but approximate displacement or traction boundary data supplied from the regularized
solution "P!II#[ The total approximate microstructural solution is simply the assembly of the
subdomain solutions\ each restricted to its corresponding subdomain[

In general\ the regularized solution and the subdomain solutions must be computed numerically[
Therefore\ when using the method\ both a decoupling and a numerical error exist[ The primary
goal of this work is to determine the characteristics of the approximate microscopic _elds produced
by this process\ and to bound the corresponding error in terms of computable quantities[ The
outline of the paper is as follows[ In Section 1 the governing equations are laid down for con!
struction of the approximate solutions[ In Section 2 the properties of the approximate solution\
primarily bounds on the error\ are determined[ In Section 3 the method is applied to the special
case of determination of e}ective macroscopic properties of statistically representative volume
elements[ Finally\ in Section 4\ a summary is presented\ along with some comments pertaining to
extensions and future work[

1[ Governing equations

We consider a structure composed of linearly elastic material which occupies an open bounded
domain in V $ R2[ Its boundary is denoted 1V[ The body is in static equilibrium under the action
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Fig[ 0[ Domain decomposition of a body with heterogeneous microstructure[

of body forces\ f\ and surface tractions\ t[ The boundary 1V consists of a portion Gu on which the
displacements\ d\ are prescribed\ and a part Gt on which tractions\ t\ are prescribed[ The micro!
structure is assumed to be perfectly bonded[ We consider two possible decoupling approaches\ "0#
applied internal displacements and "1# applied internal tractions\ separately[

1[0[ The applied internal displacement approach

1[0[0[ The exact problem formulation "P!I#
The exact solution\ u\ is characterized by following the virtual work formulation of P!I]
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Find u\ u=Gu
� d\ such thatgV

9v ] E ] 9u dx � gV
f = v dx¦gGt

t = v ds [v\ v=Gu
� 9[

Here E is a fourth rank linear elasticity tensor with the usual symmetries and positive de_nite
character[ The components of E are functions of spatial position in the body[

1[0[1[ The re`ularized decouplin` problem formulation "P!II#
The regularized solution\ uR\ is characterized by a virtual work formulation of P!II]

Find a uR\ uR =Gu
� d\ such thatgV

9v ] R"9uR#
zcv

sR

dx � gV
f = x¦gGt

t = v ds [v\ v=Gu
� 9[

Here the only requirement on R is that it produce an admissible sR[ R can be a linear or nonlinear
constitutive response function[ R can be as simple as a constant fourth!order linear elasticity
tensor\ and speci_c choices are given later in the paper[

1[0[2[ Subdomain problems "P!III# and approximate solution construction
To construct the approximate microstructural solutions we _rst partition the domain\ V\ into N

nonintersecting open subdomains *N
K�0 VK � VÞ[ We de_ne the boundary of an individual sub!

domain VK\ as 1VK[ When employing the applied internal displacement approach\ the displacement
solution to the virtual work formulation of the regularized problem "P!II# is projected onto the
internal boundaries of the subdomain partitions[ Any subdomain boundaries coinciding with the
exterior surface retain their original boundary conditions[ Accordingly\ we have the following
virtual work formulation\ for each subdomain\ 0 ¾ K ¾ N]

Find u½R\ID
K \ u½R\ID

K =1VK+"V*Gu# � uR\ such that

gVK

9vK] E] 9u½R\ID
K dx � gVK

f = vK dx¦g1VK+Gt

t = vK ds [vK\ vK =1VK+"V*Gu# � 9[

In this case the approximate solution is constructed by a direct assembly process

u½R\ID

zcv
approx[ sol[

�def uR

zcv
reg[ sol[

¦ "u½R\ID
0 −uR# =V0

zxxcxxv
subd[ perturbation

¦= = =¦ "u½R\ID
N −uR# =VN

zxxcxxv
subd[ perturbation

\

where the above parenthetical terms can be viewed as subdomain perturbations to the relatively
smooth solution\ uR[

1[1[ The applied internal traction approach

We now outline the applied internal traction approach[ Here complementary variational prin!
ciples are used[ The complementary variational principle for the exact problem "P!I# for the applied
internal traction case is]
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Find s\ 9 = s¦f � 9\ s = n=Gt
� t\ such that

gV
t] E−0] s dx � gGu

t = n = d ds [t\ 9 = t � 9\ t = n=Gt
� 9[

The complementary variational formulation for the regularized decoupling problem is]

Find a sL\ 9 = sL¦f � 9\ sL = n=Gt
� t\ such that

gV
t] L"s−0#

zcv
oL

dx � gGu

t = n = d ds [t\ 9 = t � 9\ t = n=Gt
� 9[

As with R\ L can be linear or nonlinear\ provided it produces an admissible oL[ In the case when
R and L are linear elasticity tensors\ then L � R−0[ For the general nonlinear case\ if R has a
unique inverse\ then it is L\ and uR � uL and sR � sL[

The complementary variational formulation for the applied internal traction case\ consists of
projecting tractions\ constructed from the solution to complementary formulation of the reg!
ularized problem "P!II#\ onto the internal boundaries of the sub!domain partitions[ Accordingly\
we have the following complementary virtual work formulation\ for each subdomain 0 ¾ K ¾ N]

Find s½L\IS
K \ 9 = s½L\IS

K ¦f � 9\ sL\IS = n=Gt
� t\ such that

gVK

tK] E−0] s½L\IS
K dx � g1VK+9Ku

tK = nK = d ds [tK\ 9 = tK � 9\ tK = n=1VK+"V*Gt# � 9[

The _nal stress _eld is constructed in the following manner

s½L\IS

zcv
approx[ sol[

�def
sL

zcv
reg[ sol[

¦ "s½L\IS
0 −sL# =V0

zxcxv
subd[ perturbation

¦= = =¦ "s½L\IS
N −sL# =VN

zxxcxxv
subd[ perturbation

[

2[ Approximate solution properties

2[0[ Characterization of the error

Since we employ energy!type variational principles to generate approximate solutions\ we use
the following associated energy norms to measure the error between solutions\

>u−w>1
E"V# �

def

gV
9"u−w#] E] 9"u−w# dx\ >s−g>1

E−0"V# �
def

gV
"s−g#] E−0]"s−g# dx\

where w and g are arbitrary admissible functions[ Integration by parts yields "with w � u½R\ID and
g � s½L\IS#

>u−u½R\ID>1
E"V# � s

N

K�0 g1VK+V
"E] 9u½R\ID

K # = nK
zxxcxxv
not continuous at interface

= "uR
K−u#

zcv
error in displacements

ds\
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>u−u½R\ID>1
E"V# � s

NI

I�0 gGI

"traction jump# ="error in displacements# ds\

>s−s½L\IS>1
E−0"V# � s

N

K�0 g1VK+V
"sL

K−s# = nK
zxcxv
error in tractions

= u½L\IS
K

zxcxv
not continuous at interface

ds\

>s−s½
L\IS>1

E−0"V# � s
NI

I�0 gGI

"error in tractions# ="displacement jump# ds\ "0#

where GI is an interior subdomain interface\ and I � 0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ NI � number of interior subdomain
interfaces[ For the applied internal displacement case\ the tractions may su}er discontinuities at
the interior subdomain boundaries\ while for the applied internal traction case\ the displacements
may be discontinuous at interior subdomain boundaries[

2[1[ General error bounds

While the characterizations of the error in Equation set "0# provide some intuitive basis to
characterize the nature of the error in the two decomposition approaches\ they are essentially
useless to judge the quality of the approximate solution\ since they require knowledge of the exact
solution[ Therefore the goal is to bound the error in terms of known computed quantities\ i[e[ the
computed subdomain solutions\ and the regularized decoupling solution[ In order to do this\
we use the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy "PMPE# and the Principle of Minimum
Complementary Potential Energy "PMCPE#[ We de_ne the global elastic potentials as follows

J"w# �def 0
1 gV

9w] E] 9w dx−gV
f = w dx−gGt

t = w ds\

K"g# �def 0
1 gV

g] E−0] g dx−gGu

g = n = d ds\

and the corresponding elastic subdomain potentials

JK"w# �def 0
1 gVK

9w] E] 9w dx−gVK

f = w dx−g1VK+Gt

t = w ds\

KK"g# �def 0
1 gVK

g] E−0] g dx−g1VK+Gu

g = nK = d ds[

Determination of the error in terms of known quantities is straightforward[ We _rst consider the
applied internal displacement approach[ For any admissible w\ we have from the PMPE\
>u−w>1

E"V# � 1J"w#−1J"u#[ By applying the PMPE\ with w � uR\ we obtain

>u−uR>1
E"V# � 1"J"uR#−J"u##cJ"u# � J"uR#−0

1
>u−uR>1

E"V#[

Again applying the PMPE\ with w � u½R\ID\ we obtain
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>u−u½R\ID>1
E"V# � 1"J"u½R\ID#−J"u## � 1"J"u½R\ID#−J"uR##¦>u−uR>1

E"V#[

Since u½R\ID
K is a solution to a subdomain boundary value problem posed over VK\ it minimizes the

corresponding subdomain potential energy function JK"=#[ Therefore

J"uR# � s
N

K�0

JK"uR
K# − s

N

K�0

JK"u½R\ID
K # � J"u½R\ID#[

Consequently\

>u−u½R\ID>1
E"V# � 1"J"u½R\ID#−J"uR##

zxxxcxxxv
negative

¦>u−uR>E1
E"V#[

We must now bound >u−uR>E"V# to obtain error estimate solely in terms of computable quantities[
By de_nition

gV
9v] E] 9u dx � gV

9v] R"9uR# dx � gV
f = v dx¦gGt

t = v ds\

and subtracting ÐV 9v] E] 9uR dx from both sides yields

gV
9v] E] 9"u−uR# dx � gV

9v]"R"9uR#−E] 9uR# dx[

Since v is an arbitrary virtual displacement\ we may set v � u−uR to yield

>u−uR>1
E"V# � gV

9"u−uR#]"R"9uR#−E] 9uR# dx

� gV
E0:1] 9"u−uR#] E0:1]E−0]"R"9uR#−E] 9uR# dx

¾ 6gV
9"u−uR#] E] 9"u−uR# dx7

0:1

zxxxxxcxxxxxv
>u−uR>E"V#

×6gV
"R"9uR#−E] 9uR#] E−0]"R"9uR#−E] 9uR# dx7

0:1

[

Therefore\

>u−uR>1
E"V# ¾ gV

"E] 9uR−R"9uR##] E−0]"E] 9uR−R"9uR## dx �def
z1"uR#[ "1#

Repeating the process for the applied internal traction case\ using the PMCPE and the comp!
lementary variational formulations\ we obtain
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>s−s½L\IS>1
E−0"V# � 1"K"s½L\IS#−K"sL##

zxxxcxxxv
negative

¦>s−sL>1
E−0"V#\

>s−s½L\IS>E−0"V# ¾ >s−sL>E−0"V#\

and

>s−sL>1
E"V# ¾ gV

"E−0] sL−L"sL##] E]"E−0] sL−L"sL## dx �def
b1"sL#[ "2#

In summary\ for general loading and arbitrary microstructure\ with an arbitrary linear or
nonlinear decoupling material\ we have the following decomposition error bounds\

9 ¾ >u−u½R\ID>1
E"V# ¾ C1"u½R\ID\ uR\ z"uR## ¾ z1"uR#\

9 ¾ >s−s½
L\IS>1

E−0"V# ¾ F1"s½L\IS\ sL\ b"sL## ¾ b1"sL#\

C1"u½R\ID\ uR\ z"uR## �def 1"J"u½R\ID#−J"uR##¦z1"uR#\

F1"s½L\IS\ sL\ b"sL## �def 1"K"s½L\IS#−K"sL##¦b1"sL#[ "3#

Obviously these bounds require the computation of the decoupled subdomain solutions and
the regularized decoupling solution[ In general\ the approximate solutions must be computed
numerically[ Therefore\ the only available quantities to use in the error estimates in Equation set
"3# are the discrete approximations to be regularized and subdomain solutions[ The goal now is to
determine the e}ect of the numerical discretization on the decomposition error bounds[ We
purposely leave the method of discretization for the variational formulations open[

2[2[ In~uence of numerical discretization

We _rst consider the applied internal displacement case[ There are three sources of discretization
error]

"0# Discretization error in the regularized decoupling problem] for the regularized decoupling
problem we have

Find a uR\H\ uR\H =Gu
� d\ such that

gV
9vH] R"9uR\H# dx

zxxxcxxxv
BR "uR\H\ vH#

� gV
f = vH dx¦gGt

t = vH ds

zxxxxcxxxxv
F"vH#

[vH\ vH =Gu
� 9[

Here H signi_es that some type of discretization has taken place for the regularized decoupling
problem[
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"1# Pure subdomain discretization error] for the subdomain problems\ assuming no error in the
regularized decoupling solution

Find u½R\ID\h
K \ u½R\ID\h

K =1VK+"V*Gu# � uR\ such that

gVK

9vh
K] E] 9u½R\ID\h

K dx

zxxxcxxxv
BK "u½R\ID\h

K \ vh
K#

� gVK

f = vh
K dx¦g1VK+Gt

t = vh
K ds

zxxxxcxxxxv
F"vh

K#

[vh
K\ vh

K =1VK+"V*Gu# � 9\

u½R\ID\h �def uR¦ s
N

K�0

"u½R\ID\h
K −uR# =VK

[

Here h signi_es that some type of discretization has taken place for the subdomain problems[
"2# Combined error] for the subdomain problems\ assuming that there is discretization error in

the regularized decoupling solution "which will pollute the imposed subdomain boundary
conditions#]

Find u½R\ID\H\h
K \ u½R\ID\H\h

K =1VK+"VGu# � uR\H\ such that

gVK

9vH\h
K ] E] 9u½R\ID\H\h

K dx

zxxxxcxxxxv

BK "u½R\ID\H\h
K

\ vH\h
K #

� gVK

f = vH\h
K dx¦g1VK+Gt

t = vH\h
K ds

zxxxxxcxxxxxv
F"vH\h

K #

[vH\h
K \ vH\h

K =1VK+"V*Gu# � 9\

u½R\ID\H\h �def uR\H¦ s
N

K�0

"u½R\ID\H\h
K −uR\H# =VK

[

Here the superscript\ "H\ h# signi_es that the local subdomain problems have been discretized
"h# and have received boundary data from the discretized regularized problem "H#[

For brevity\ let us de_ne the following

"0# eR\H �def uR\H−uR\

"1# eh
K �def u½R\ID\h

K −u½R\ID
K and eh �def u½R\ID\h−u½R\ID\

"2# eH−h
K �def u½R\ID\H\h

K −u½R\ID\h
K and eH−h �def u½R\ID\H\h−u½R\ID\h\

"3# L"uR\ uR\H# �def
z1"uR\H#−z1"uR# � gV

"E] 9uR\H−R"9uR\H##] E−0]"E] 9uR\H−R"9uR\H## dx

zxxxxxxxxxxcxxxxxxxxxxv
z1 "uR\H#

− gV
"E] 9uR−R"9uR##] E−0]"E] 9uR−R"9uR## dx

zxxxxxxxxxcxxxxxxxxxv
z1 "uR#

[
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This is the error in using the discrete version of z"uR#\ z"uR\H#[ We note that\ in general\ the sign
of L"uR\ uR\H# is inde_nite[

Substituting these quantities into the decomposition error bound\ we have\ by direct expansion

c1"u½R\ID\H\h\ uR\H\ z"uR\H##
zxxxxxcxxxxxv

computed error estimate

� c1"u½R\ID¦eh¦eH−h\ uR¦eR\H\ z"uR\H##

� c1"u½R\ID\ uR\ z"uR##¦B"eh\ eh#

¦1"B"u½R\ID\ eh#−F"eh##
zxxxxcxxxxv

SN
K�0"BK"u½R\ID

K \ eh
K#−FK "eh

K##�9

¦1J"eH−h#¦B"u½R\ID\ eR\H#¦B"eR\H\ eh#−1J"eR\H#

−1B"uR\ eR\H#¦L"uR\ uR\H# � c1"u½R\ID\ uR\ z"uR##
zxxxcxxxv

decoupling error bound

¦ s
N

K�0

>u½R\ID\h
K −u½R\ID

K >1
E"VK#

zxxxxcxxxxv
subdomain discretization error

¦terms of indefinite sign that are zero if eR\H � 9[

Following the same procedure\ but employing the applied internal traction approach and the
corresponding complementary variational principles\ we have

F1"s½L\IS\H\h\ sL\H\ b"sL\H##
zxxxxcxxxxv

computed error estimate

� F1"s½L\IS\ sL\ b"sL##
zxxxcxxxv

decoupling error bound

¦ s
N

K�0

>s½L\IS\h
K −s½L\IS

K >1
E−0"VK#

zxxxxcxxxxv
subdomain discretization error

¦terms of indefinite sign that are zero if eR\H � 9[

These expressions indicate that\ in the calculation of the regularized decoupling solution\ the
discretization error should be made as small as possible\ otherwise it pollutes all subsequent
error estimates\ making them unreliable[ When there is no discretization error in the regularized
decoupling solution\ the {extra| inde_nite terms vanish\ and we obtain the following orthogonal
decomposition

c1"u½R\ID\h\ uR\ z"uR##
zxxxcxxxv

calculated

� c1"u½R\ID\ uR\ z"uR##
zxxxcxxxv

decoupling error bound

¦ s
N

K�0

>u½R\ID\h
K −u½R\ID

K >1
E"VK#

zxxxxcxxxxv
subdomain discretization error

− >u−u½R\ID>1
E"V#¦ s

N

K�0

>u½R\ID\h
K −u½R\ID

K >1
E"V# � >u−u½R\ID\h>1

E"V# "4#

where the last equality comes directly from the PMPE and
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F1"s½R\ID\h\ sL\ b"sL##
zxxxcxxxv

calculated

� F1"s½L\IS\ sL\ b"sL##
zxxxcxxxv

decoupling error bound

¦ s
N

K�0

>s½
L\IS\h
K −s½

L\IS
K >1

E−0"VK#

zxxxxcxxxxv
subdomain discretization error

− >s−s½L\IS>1
E−0"V#¦ s

N

K�0

>s½L\IS\h
K −s½L\IS

K >1
E−0"V#

� >s−s½
L\IS\h>1

E−0"V#\ "5#

where the last equality comes from the PMCPE[ We now show that these general expressions
collapse to relatively simple forms in an important application[

3[ A special case] application to a representative volume element

The computation of e}ective properties of heterogeneous materials involve the solution of
boundary value problems posed over statistically representative volume element domains[ In many
cases such simulations are quite computationally complex[ For examples see Suquet "0876#[ As a
special application we now apply the presented decomposition process\ and error bounds\ to this
class of problems[

3[0[ Back`round

In order to determine an e}ective macroscopic linear elasticity tensor\ E�\ a relation between

averages\ ðsŁV � E�] ðoŁV\ must be computed\ where ð=ŁV �def "0:=V=# ÐV = dx\ and where s and o are
the stress and strain _elds within a statistically representative volume element "RVE# with volume
=V=[ Loosely speaking\ an RVE is a theoretical structure that is small enough that it can be
considered as a material point with respect to the size of the domain under analysis\ but large
enough to be a statistically representative sample of the microstructure "Fig[ 2#[ Here we assume
that at least one choice of the RVE is possible[ For more details see Kro�ner "0861# or Suquet
"0876#[

In general\ E� is not a material property\ it is a relation between averages[ If ðsŁV and ðoŁV are
such that

ðs] oŁV
zVZv

micro energy

� ðsŁV] ðoŁV
zxVZxv

macro energy

"6#

then there exist bounds on E�\

ðE−0Ł−0
V

zxcxv

Reuss

¾ E� ¾ ðEŁV
zcv

Voigt

\

where this inequality means that the eigenvalues of the tensors E�−ðE−0Ł−0
V and ðEŁV−E� are

non!negative[ This result was proven by Hill "0841#[ These bounds are commonly known as the
ReussÐVoigt bounds\ for the following historical reasons[ Voigt "0778#\ assumed that the strain
_eld within a sample of aggregate of polycrystalline material\ was uniform "constant#\ under
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Fig[ 1[ The consequences of the two domain decomposition approaches[

Fig[ 2[ The standard use of the RVE concept[
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uniform strain exterior loading[ If the Voigt _eld is assumed within the RVE\ then ðEŁV results as
the e}ective property[ The dual assumption was made by Reuss "0818#\ who approximated the
stress _elds within the aggregate of polycrystalline material as uniform "constant#\ under uniform
stress loading[ If the Reuss _eld is assumed within the RVE\ then the e}ective property becomes
ðE−0Ł−0

V [ Equality is attained in the above bounds when the Reuss or Voigt assumptions hold\
respectively[ These conditions are important in characterizing certain aspects of the method
presented in this work\ and are discussed in the next section[

3[1[ Special forms of the `eneral error bounds for uniform boundary conditions

The relation in Box "6#\ often referred in the literature as Hill|s condition\ can be realized in
several ways[ A special class of _elds that fall under Hill|s condition are those produced in bodies
with applied boundary data of the following form] "0# pure displacements in the form u =1V � S = x
or "1# pure tractions in the form t =1V � T = n^ where S and T are constant strain and stress
tensors\ respectively[ For obvious reasons\ these types of boundary conditions are known as
{uniform|[ It can be easily shown that under uniform conditions\ with no body forces\ that for case
"0# ðoŁV � S\ and for the case "1# ðsŁV � T[ Under these loading conditions the solution to the
regularized decoupling boundary value problem used in the decomposition process is trivial to
calculate] "0# u =1V � S = xc oR � S or "1# t =1V � T = nc sL � T[ These conditions allow the
general error bounds derived in this paper to collapse into forms which imply an e}ective "macro!
scopic# material ordering relationship[ In particular\ the collapsed forms of the decomposition
error bounds imply bounds on e}ective material properties[

3[2[ The applied internal displacement case

The following analysis is valid for any body\ regardless whether it is an RVE or not[ Throughout
we use the symbol E� to signify a relation between averages\ ðsŁV � E�] ðoŁV\ which is not
necessarily an e}ective property[ It is trivial to show that if u =1V � S = x\ f � 9\ and if R is an
admissible constant linear elasticity tensor\ then with the following de_nitions

ðs½R\ID\hŁVK
�def E	�\R\ID\h

K ] ðo½
R\ID\hŁVK

\ ðs½R\IDŁVK
�def E	�\R\ID

K ] ðo½
R\IDŁVK

\

E	�\R\ID\h �def
s
N

K�0

E	�\R\ID\h
K

=VK =
=V=

\ E	�\R\ID �def
s
N

K�0

E	�\R\ID
K

=VK =
=V=

\ "7#

we have

>u−u½R\ID>1
E"V# � S]"E	�\R\ID−E�#] S=V=\

>u−u½R\ID\h>1
E"V# � S]"E	�\R\ID\h−E�#] S=V=\

>uR\ID\h−u½R\ID>1
E"V# � S]"E	�\R\ID\h−E	�\R\ID#] S=V=\

z1"uR# � S]"ðEŁV−1R¦R] ðE−0ŁV] R#] S=V=\

C1"u½R\ID\h\ uR\ z"uR## � S]"E	�\R\ID\h−1R¦R] ðE−0ŁV] R#] S=V=[ "8#
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It is emphasized that\ under these conditions\ the actual errors are independent of R[ However\
the bounds on the error are not[ Therefore\ since R is a free tensorial parameter\ we can minimize
the error bound with it\ to yield

1C1

1R
� −S]"1I−1ðE−0ŁV] R#] S=V= � 9cR � ðE−0Ł−0

V \

cC1"u½R\ID\h\ uR\ z"uR## � S]"E	�\R\ID\h−ðE−0Ł−0
V #] S=V=\

c z1"uR# � S]"ðEŁV−ðE−0Ł−0
V #] S=V=[ "09#

It is not surprising that the optimal decoupling material for the error bound is ðE−0Ł−0
V \ the Reuss

"approximate e}ective# material[ Loosely speaking\ this choice\ among possible e}ective materials
contained within the ReussÐVoigt inequalities\ is the {softest| possible e}ective material\ for a _xed
microstructure[ This choice to minimize the error bound has some intuitive basis[ If one recalls the
_rst two lines of Equation set "0# and Fig[ 1\ it is clear that a {soft| material allows the inter!
subdomain tractions to match more closely than a {harder| decoupling material[

3[2[0[ An implied effective material orderin`
Using the orthogonal decomposition in Box "4#\ we obtain

S]"E	�\R\ID\h−E�#]S=V=
zxxxxcxxxxv

>u−u½R\ID\h>1
E"V#

� S]"E	�\R\ID−E�#]S=V=
zxxxcxxxv

>u−u½R\ID>1
E"V#

¦ s
N

K�0

>u½R\ID\h
K −u½R\ID

K >1
E"V#

zxxxcxxxv
S]"E	�\R\ID\h−E	�\R\ID#]S=V=

and

S]"E	�\R\ID\h−ðE−0Ł−0
V #]S=V=

zxxxxxxcxxxxxv
C1"u½R\ID\h\uR\z"uR##

� S]"E	�\R\ID−ðE−0Ł−0
V #]S

zxxxxcxxxxv
C1"u½R\ID\uR\z"uR##

¦ s
N

K�0

>u½R\ID\h
K −u½R\ID

K >1
E"V#

zxxxcxxxv
S]"E	�\R\ID\h−E	�\R\ID#]S=V=

¾ S]"ðEŁV−ðE−0Ł−0
V #]S=V=

zxxxxcxxxxv
z1"uR#

¦ s
N

K�0

>u½R\ID\h
K −u½R\ID

K >1
E"V#

zxxxcxxxv
S]"E	�\R\ID\h−E	�\R\ID#]S=V=

[

The above immediately imply the following regularized material ordering]

ðE−0Ł−0
V ¾ E� ¾ E	�\R\ID ¾ E	�\R\ID\h\

S]"E	�\R\ID\h−ðEŁ#] S=V= ¾ s
N

K�0

>u½R\ID\h
K −u½R\ID

K >1
E"V#[ "00#
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The last expression in Equation set "00# is also a lower bound on the numerical error in the
subdomain computations[

3[3[ The applied internal traction case

As in the previous case\ the following analysis is valid for any body\ regardless whether it is an
RVE or not[ Throughout we use the symbol C� to signify a relation between averages\
ðoŁV � C�] ðsŁV\ which is not necessarily an e}ective property[ For the applied internal traction
case\ the procedure is identical[ If R is an admissible constant linear elasticity tensor "L � R−0#\
and t =1V � T = n\ f � 9\ then de_ning

ðo½
L\IS\hŁVK

� E	�−0\L\IS\h
K ] ðs½

L\IS\hŁVK
\ ðo½

L\ISŁVK
� E	�−0\IS

K ] ðs½
L\ISŁVK

\

E	�−0\L\IS\h �def
s
N

K�0

E	�−0\L\IS\h
K

=VK =
=V=

\ E	�−0\IS �def
s
N

K�0

E	�−0\IS
K

=VK =
=V=

\ "01#

we have

>s−s½L\IS>1
E−0"V# � T]"E	�−0\IS−C�#] T=V=\

>s−s½L\IS\h>1
E−0"V# � T]"E	�−0\L\IS\h−C�#] T=V=\

>s½L\IS\h−s½L\IS>1
E−0"V# � T]"E	�−0\L\IS\h−E	�−0\IS#] T=V=\

b1"sL# � T]"ðE−0ŁV−1R−0¦R−0] ðE−0ŁV] R−0#] T=V=\

F1"s½L\IS\h\ sL\ b"sL## � T]"E	�−0\L\IS\h−1R−0¦R−0] ðE−0ŁV] R−0#] T=V=[ "02#

As in the applied internal displacement case\ the actual errors are independent of the regularized
decoupling material\ in this case R−0[ However\ as before\ the error bounds are not[ Therefore\
since R−0 is a free tensorial parameter\ we can minimize the error bound with it\ to obtain

1F1

1R−0
� −T]"1I−1ðEŁV] R−0#T=V= � 9cR � ðEŁV\

cF1"s½L\IS\h\ sL\ b"sL## � T]"E	�−0\L\IS\h−ðEŁ−0
V #] T=V=\

c b1"sL# � T]"ðE−0ŁV−ðEŁ−0
V #] T=V=[ "03#

The optimal regularized decoupling material to minimize the error bound is ðEŁV\ the Voigt
"approximate e}ective# material[ This choice\ among possible e}ective materials contained in the
ReussÐVoigt inequalities\ is the {hardest| possible e}ective material[ As the last two lines of
Equation set "0# and Fig[ 1 imply\ a {hard| material allows the regularized displacement to be
minimized\ forcing the inter!subdomain displacement jumps to be minimized[

3[3[0[ An implied effective material orderin`
The above relations immediately imply\ via the orthogonality conditions of Equation set "5#\

the following e}ective material ordering for the applied internal traction case
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E	�−0\L\IS\h − E	�−0\L\IS − C� − ðEŁ−0
V \

T]"E	�−0\L\IS\h−ðE−0ŁV#] T=V= ¾ s
N

K�0

>s½L\IS\h
K −sL\IS

K >1
E−0"V#[ "04#

The second expression in Equation set "04# is a lower bound on the numerical error in the
subdomain calculations[

In the ideal case that there is no numerical error in the subdomain computations\ and the body
is an RVE "E� � C�−0#\ then the preceding analysis yields the following two sided ordering of
approximate e}ective materials\

ðE−0Ł−0
V ¾"E	�−0\L\IS#−0 ¾ E� ¾ E	�\R\ID ¾ ðEŁV[ "05#

3[4[ Comments

It is important to note that the general results presented earlier in the analysis\ in particular the
relations in Box "3#\ are bounds on the error in the approximate micro_elds under nonuniform
loading which\ in the special case of uniform external loading\ collapse into forms which imply an
ordering of approximate e}ective material properties\ expressed in Equation set "05#[ The results
in Equation set "05# coincide with those published by Huet "0889#[ It is important to emphasize
that the goal of Huet was to bound the e}ective material properties\ while in this work the goal
was to approximate the solution to a boundary value problem describing the deformation of a
body with microstructure\ under arbitrary loading[ Here the e}ective property ordering is a by!
product of the error analysis on the approximate microstructural _elds[ The fact that the results
coincide for the special case of uniform boundary conditions is not surprising\ since both methods
are based on the same minimum principles\ the PMPE and the PMCPE[ However\ Huet|s analysis
was restricted to uniform exterior loading\ and did not employ the use of a regularized decoupling
solution\ which is central to the ability to analyze cases with nonuniform exterior loading[

The decomposition error bounds can collapse even further[ If the exterior loading is of linear
displacement type\ the subdomain boundaries are the material interfaces and the subdomains
contain no material heterogeneities "Fig[ 3#\ then the applied internal displacement method pro!
duces a _eld which coincides with the Voigt _eld[ Similarly\ if the exterior loading is of uniform
traction type\ the subdomain partitions are the material interfaces and the subdomains contain no
material heterogeneities "Fig[ 3#\ then the applied internal traction approach produces a _eld which
coincides with the Reuss _eld[

4[ Summary

In this work a method of model reduction\ or material substructuring\ via a nonoverlapping
domain decomposition\ has been developed[ Special cases of the method have been determined
previously in Zohdi et al[ "0885# and in Oden and Zohdi "0886# for the applied internal displacement
case[ In particular\ in Oden and Zohdi "0886#\ error bounds were developed for linear decoupling
materials\ neglecting the discretization error\ and were used as a basis for large!scale numerical
simulations of bodies with particulate composition microstructure[ The error bounds were used to
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Fig[ 3[ Special cases of the domain decomposition process for uniform external loading[

adaptively select the subdomain partitioning "the subdomain sizes#[ In this work we have presented
the following extensions to those works] "0# the development of error bounds using nonlinear
decoupling materials\ "1# the development of the "dual# applied internal traction approach and
error bounds\ "2# the consideration of the e}ects of discretization error on the bounds and _nally
"3# the important application to a representative volume element structure[

In view of the authors\ the presented method is a way to augment existing techniques of analysis[
Purposely\ we did not attach it to any speci_c numerical method[ Usually\ the operation counts to
solve a discrete system with N discrete unknowns are between N1 and N2\ and therefore by breaking
it into M decoupled subproblems\ the number of operation counts are approximately between
M×"N:M#1 � N1:M and M×"N:M#2 � N2:M1[ The memory requirements which\ with most
discretization methods\ scale in a similar manner\ can also be dramatically reduced since one
subdomain can be stored\ the subproblem solved\ and the data overwritten[ This is especially
attractive to a researcher using a single workstation or PC[ Furthermore\ these computations can
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be performed in a very fast and e.cient manner\ since the subdomain problems are completely
decoupled and\ because no interprocessor communication is required\ trivially parallelizable[

Finally\ there are several further comments:improvements:extensions that can be made per!
taining to the method and its implementation\ and they are as follows]

, From a computational point of view\ the applied internal displacement approach is usually more
attractive than the applied internal traction approach\ since the rigid motions\ present in the
latter approach\ must be controlled for each subdomain[ Also\ most numerical methods are
based on discretization of displacement!based variational formulations[ However\ there are
e.cient means to construct statically admissible _elds needed in using complementary principles[
For details see Ladeveze and Leguillon "0872#[

, If the subdomain partitioning intersects a material interface\ then\ in general\ a singularity
in stress will occur[ To avoid this\ special care must be taken when selecting a subdomain
partitioning[

, If the estimated error is too high\ then approximate solutions can be improved after the _rst
decoupled solution process\ by employing standard alternating domain decomposition methods
of overlapping or nonoverlapping type "see Le Tallec "0883##[ Essentially these methods can be
used to balance the jumps in the tractions at the inter!subdomain boundaries\ for the applied
internal displacement approach\ and to balance the jumps in the displacements at the inter!
subdomain boundaries for the applied internal traction case[

, Clearly\ as the subdomains get larger\ and less in number\ the decoupling error decreases and
tends to zero[ However\ the subdomain problems become harder to solve numerically\ and\
correspondingly\ the numerical error grows[ A primary future interest should focus on optimizing
the choice of the subdomain partitioning to minimize the total error\ consisting of the numerical
and decoupling errors\ for the computational resources available[

, A well known relation\ valid for arbitrary admissible exterior loading conditions\ is
J"u#¦K"s# � 9\ implies the following\

1"J"uR#¦K"sL## � >u−uR>1
E"V#¦>s−sL>1

E−0"V#\

1"J"u½R\ID#¦K"s½L\IS## � >u−u½R\ID>1
E"V#¦>s−s½L\IS>1

E−0"V#[

Therefore\ there exists the ability to estimate the exact error of the two approaches[ Unfor!
tunately\ the direct use of these expressions for error estimation poses some di.culties\ since
they do not characterize the quality of either solution separately[ However\ these relations are
useful in developing lower bounds\ for each measure separately\ following similar approaches as
found in this paper[

, To determine the internal micro_elds\ further reduction of the computational e}ort can be
achieved employing the following local sensitivity properties\ which are directly derived by
application of the results in Equation sets "1# and "2# to an individual subdomain "using the
regularized solution as interior subdomain interface data#]

>u½R\ID
K −uR

K>E"VK# ¾ zK"uR#\

>s½L\IS
K −sL

K>E−0"VK# ¾ bK"sL#[ "06#

Notice for subdomains where zK or bK is small\ there is little predicted di}erence in the regularized
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decoupling solution and subdomain solution[ Therefore\ there exists the ability to select only
those subdomains with zK|s or bK|s that are above a certain tolerance for the subdomain solution
process\ retaining the regularized decoupling solution otherwise[ The _rst expression in Equation
set "06# has been developed earlier\ for the linear decoupling materials\ in Zohdi et al[ "0885#
and used in Oden and Zohdi "0886# to reduce computational e}ort by solving only those
subdomains which are identi_ed as sensitive "above a preset tolerance# to the microstructure[

, If possible\ the method\ and error estimates\ should be extended to boundary value formulations
describing time dependent\ inelastic _nite deformations\ on both the micro! and macro!scales[
This is a topic of current research of the authors[ Obviously\ in its present form\ the method can
be directly applied\ without modi_cation\ to a linearized load or time increment[
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